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Abstract—Survivability becomes an important issue in op-
tical networks due to the huge bandwidth offered by optical
technology. Many works have studied network survivability.
The majority of these works are typically destined to single-
domain. In this work we address the survivability in multi-
domain optical networks. This paper provides a classification
of the existing protection solutions proposed for multi-domain
networks and analyses their advantages and limitations. We
propose a new solution for multi-domain optical networks
based on p-cycles. For scalability and security reasons, we also
propose a topology aggregation model adapted to the p-cycles
computation. This aggregation model allows our proposed so-
lution to find a trade-off between two competing goals: efficient
use of backup resources and small running time. Simulation
results show that the proposed solution is a good trade-off
between resource utilization and running time compared to
the existing solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Survivability in optical network is an important issue
due to the huge bandwidth offered by optical technology.
Survivability means that the network has the ability to
maintain an acceptable service level even after an occurrence
of failures within the network. Therefore operators require
incorporating survivability in the design and engineering
of their optical networks. This requirement becomes more
critical as the size of the networks increases.

Network survivability mechanisms may be classified into
two main categories: restoration and protection. The protec-
tion is a pro-active approach in which the backup path is
reserved at the same time with the working path setup. The
restoration is a reactive approach in which a backup path
is computed and established after a failure on the working
path. The protection is the key mechanism used to ensure
survivability in optical networks because it guarantees full
recovery whereas the restoration may not offer the same
guarantee if resources are not available. Since the single-
fiber-link failure is dominant in WDM optical networks,
several protection mechanisms against single-link failure
have been proposed in the literature. These mechanisms are

typically destined to single-domain protection, because they
assume that each node in the network has a complete vision
of the physical topology of the network. Such an assumption
is not realistic in the case of large networks, such as a multi-
domain networks.

A multi-domain network is a network composed of sev-
eral single-domain networks, interconnected by inter-domain
links. Each domain can be regarded as an independent
network that has its own local rules of operation and
management to provide services [7]. Due to the scalability
constraints and the domain management policies, the internal
topological details of a domain are usually not shared
externally. As a result, no node in a multi-domain network
can have the complete information of a multi-domain net-
work. For instance, complete information corresponds to
the detailed states of wavelength usage on each link of a
multi-domain optical network. Thus, the protection of multi-
domain networks is more difficult than that of single-domain
networks.

Solutions proposed for the protection problem in multi-
domain optical networks can generally be classified into two
classes. In the first class [1,2,3,4,5], for each connection
demand two link-disjoint paths (working and backup path)
from source node to destination node are computed. The
drawback of this class of solutions is that the recovery time
is very long. This is a consequence of the fact that the backup
path is routed across the entire network. Moreover, the nodes
performing the restoration are the source and destination
nodes, and the failures should be notified to all the nodes
on the working path. Thus, this protection requires a big
number of resource management operations, and it is not
acceptable if the domains belong to competitive operators
[6].

In the second class, each domain [6,7,8,10] protects the
segment of the working path that crosses it. Consequently,
the end to end primary light-path is protected. This approach
is rather scalable since each network operator protects its
domain links independently of the links of the other do-
mains. But the difficulty consists in the protection of the
inter-domain links that are not protected by any domain.



In order to overcome the afore-mentioned drawbacks, we
propose to use p-cycles (pre-configured cycles) to protect
multi-domain optical networks, and improve the existing
solution proposed by A. Farkas and al, in [9]. An impor-
tant property of p-cycles is that the cycles are fully pre-
configured with pre-planned spare capacity and when a
link fails, only the two end nodes of the failed link need
to perform the recovery actions, and no switching actions
are required at any intermediate nodes of the cycles. This
property significantly improves the p-cycles recovery time.
For scalability and security reasons, we propose a new
topology aggregation model to represent each domain in a
compact manner. Several topology aggregation models are
available in the literature [12,13,14]. However, the model
that we propose is designed for p-cycle computation.

In the following section, we give an overview about
protection using p-cycles. In addition, we present a p-cycle
based protection scheme proposed for multi-domain optical
networks [9] and its limitation. In sections 3 and 4, we detail
our solution and show the performance results. In section 5,
we conclude this paper.

II. MULTI-DOMAIN PROTECTION USING P-CYCLES

Single domain network protection based on p-cycles has
been extended for multi-domain networks protection. The
use of p-cycles for multi-domain networks protection is
proposed and evaluated in [9]. In this section of the article,
we explain the concept of p-cycles and its advantages. In
addition, we describe the solution proposed in [9] and its
limitations.

A. p-Cycles

A p-cycle is an efficient approach for protecting working
capacities in WDM networks, because p-cycles can achieve
fast restoration time like ring protection and high effi-
ciency capacity like mesh protection [11]. P-cycle protection
achieves fast restoration time since only the nodes adjacent
to the failure will perform protection switching. The high
capacity efficiency is due to the fact that a p-cycle can
provide protection not only for on-cycle links but also
for straddling links without requiring any additional spare
capacity. A straddling link is a link, which does not belong
to the p-cycle but whose both end-nodes are on the p-cycle.
This property reduces effectively the required protection
capacities.

Figure 1 depicts an example that illustrates p-cycle protec-
tion. In figure 1 (a), a-b-c-d-e-a is a p-cycle with one unit of
spare capacity (i.e. one wavelength) on each on-cycle link.
When the on-cycle link (d-c) fails as shown in figure 1 (a),
the p-cycle provides one protection path (d-e-a-b-c). In figure
1 (b) an example of a straddling link failure is shown. When
the straddling link (e-c) breaks, the p-cycle can protect two
working wavelengths on this link by providing respectively
two alternate paths (e-d-c) and (e-a-b-c).

Figure 1. p-cycle protection

The efficiency of a p-cycle is inversely proportional to
its redundancy. The redundancy [15] of a cycle is defined as
the ratio between the spare capacity (number of wavelengths
used by this cycle) and the working capacity of this cycle
(number of wavelengths protected by the cycle on its on-
cycle and straddling links). A p-cycle with high efficiency is
a p-cycle that has a small value of redundancy, i.e. it protects
more working wavelengths using few spare wavelengths. We
define the redundancy of a p-cycle i as following:

<(i) =
∑

∀j∈E

Pi,j/
∑

∀j∈E

Xi,j (1)

Let E be the set of network links. Pi,j is the number of
working capacity required on link j to construct the p-cycle i.
xi,j is the number of wavelengths that the p-cycle i protects
on the link j. xi,j takes the value 2 if i is a straddling links
of p-cycle i , and it takes the value 1 if j is an on-cycle link
of the p-cycle i.

The redundancy R of the final protection solution is
computed as the ratio between the total spare capacity used
for protection design and the protected working capacity in
the network.

< =
∑

∀j∈E

Sj/
∑

∀j∈E

Wj (2)

sjand wj are the number of spare and working wavelength
capacity on link j.

B. P-cycle Based Protection Schemes for Multi- Domain
Networks

In [9], A. Farkas and al, have proposed a solution for a
multi-domain networks protection based on p-cycles. The
main goal of this solution is to protect the inter-domain
links. This solution proceeds in three steps. In the first
step, the set of p-cycles protecting the inter-domain links
is computed. This set of p-cycles is designed over a single-
node virtual topology (cf. Fig. 2 (b)), in which each domain
is represented by a single virtual node. The second step
consists of determining for each p-cycle calculated in the
previous step, the border nodes to which its links (the
on-cycle and straddling links) are connected. The border
node connected to the on-cycle inter-domain link of a p-
cycle is called on-cycle border nodes (denoted by cbn) and



Figure 2. Multi-domain protection using p-cycle

those connected to a straddling inter-domain links are called
straddling border nodes (denoted by sbn). Moreover, in this
step, the end nodes of inter-domain on-cycle and straddling
links need to be connected internally to ensure the continuity
of the p-cycle. The internal links connecting the cbn and the
sbn nodes are virtual (cf. Fig. 2(c)). During the last step,
each internal virtual link calculated in the second step is
translated into a physical path. Note that the calculated p-
cycles bypass the intra-domain links without the possibility
to protect them.

This approach presents some drawbacks related to the
quality of the set of p-cycles protecting the inter-domain
links. At first, the p-cycles protecting the inter-domain
links are computed over a single-virtual-node topology. This
virtual topology summarizes a domain with multiple links
and nodes into a single virtual node. Such representation
hides all topological information describing the domain.
Consequently, the real cost of a p-cycle on the physical
topology is unknown. The second drawback, which we can
point out in this solution, is due to the fact that the set of p-
cycles obtained is designed only to protect the inter-domain
links. Nevertheless, there exists communications within each
domain which can be protected by the existing p-cycles,
without using additional resources. The communication links
which can be protected freely are those passing through the
intra-domain links crossed by the existing p-cycles.

III. OUR PROPOSED SOLUTION

After presenting the existing solution [9] and its major
drawbacks, we develop in this section our motivations and
the objectives of the new approach that we propose for multi-
domain protection using p-cycles. We start by a thorough

analysis of the limitations presented in the previous section.
Then we introduce the main guidelines of our solution that
enables to overcome these limitations.

A. Motivations

As we have mentioned previously, the solution suggested
in [9] presents some disadvantages that strongly affect the
quality of the p-cycle set protecting the network (e.g. the
redundancy is very high). These disadvantages are mainly
due to the lack of topology information of each domain.
The following example shows how the lack of topology
information of each domain affects the quality of p-cycles
during the computation of p-cycles. In this example, we
calculate the optimal set of p-cycles (optimality in term
of redundancy) on two different topologies of the same
multi-domain network (figure 3(a)). In the first topology,
all domains (D1 to D4) are represented by their physical
topology (i.e. the original topology shown in Figure 3(a)).

Figure 3. Multi-domain optical networks

In the second topology, each domain is viewed as a single
node as shown in Figure 5 (a). The optimal set of p-cycles
obtained for these two topologies are different. In the first
topology, the solution consists of two p-cycles (A-C-M-T-
G-A) and (D-B-K-Z-H-P-Y-D) as shown in figure 4 (a).

In the second topology, the solution is composed of one
p-cycle which traverses D1, D2, D3, D4 as shown in figure 5
(a). To evaluate the efficiency, we calculate the redundancy
of each solution. The redundancy obtained by the first
solution is: < = 12/14 = 85.65%.

To calculate the real redundancy of p-cycles computed on
the single-virtual-node topology we need to project these
p-cycles on the physical topology as shown in figure 5(b).
After the projection of p-cycles on the real topology, the
redundancy obtained is: < = 14/14 = 100%. We note that
the redundancy obtained by the first solution is better than
that obtained by the latter one. This difference is due to
the fact that the first solution takes into account the internal
topology of each domain during the computation of p-cycles.



Figure 4. Computed p-cycles with internal topological knowledge

To overcome these problems, the internal topology of each
domain should be taken into account during the p-cycles
computation. However, as the size of multi-domain network
is very large, the computation of the set of p-cycles becomes
intractable as soon as we take into account all the details of
the internal topology of each domain. Moreover network
operator of each domain is very reluctant to distribute the
data of their internal network topology. One solution to
deal with this scalability problem is to represent the internal
topology of each domain in a compact and abstract manner.
This process is known as Topology Aggregation.

Figure 5. Computed p-cycles with single-virtual-node domains

The basic idea of our proposal consists of describing the

internal topology of each domain in a compact manner by
using a topology aggregation model. This enables us to
construct a new reduced multi-domain topology, on which
we calculate the set of p-cycles protecting the network. As
a result, the calculation of the p-cycles will be accelerated
while the scalability and confidentiality constraints are satis-
fied. Moreover the quality of the p-cycles will be improved
due to following reasons:

1. During the calculation of p-cycles, we have more
information about the physical topology of each domain.
This solves the first disadvantage of the proposal in [9].

2. Each calculated p-cycle may protect some working
capacities into the traversed domains. This overcomes the
second limitation of the proposal in [9].

Each calculated p-cycle will contain a set of virtual links
inside each of the traversed domain. Each virtual link will
be further translated into a light-path.

B. A Novel Topology Aggregation Model

The aggregation model that we propose in this article aims
to represent the network topology and its working capacity
in a compact manner. This model is also adapted to the p-
cycles computation. We transform the physical topology of
each domain into a simple virtual topology.

The topology obtained after aggregation is composed of
all border nodes, which are connected by virtual links. The
virtual topology has the following characteristics:
◦ Each pair of border nodes within a domain is connected

by a virtual link. A virtual link connecting a pair of border
nodes corresponds to the set of the primary lightpaths
interconnecting these nodes in the physical topology (see
figure 6 (c)).
◦ With each virtual link, an integer is associated indicating

the number of primary lightpaths existing between the two
border nodes.
◦ Two virtual links have to be physically disjoint, i.e.,

the lightpaths connecting one pair of border nodes must be
link disjoint of all the lightpaths between any other pair of
border nodes.

Figure 6 describes an example that shows how our ag-
gregation model generates a virtual topology. Figure 6 (c)
describes a network with six nodes, of which three (A, E, F)
are border nodes. On each link, an integer value indicating
the working capacity of the link is associated. This working
capacity is obtained by routing the demand matrix (e.g. using
the shortest paths).

In Figure 6(e) the virtual topology obtained from the
original topology by aggregation is shown. The virtual
topology is only composed of border nodes and virtual links.

The capacities of the links (A-E), (A-F) and (F-E) in the
virtual topology indicate the number of disjoint light-paths
existing between each border node pair. The virtual link (A-
E) corresponds, for instance, to the following light paths:
two lightpaths which use the path (A −→ c −→ d −→ E)



Figure 6. Topology aggregation model

and three lightpaths which use (A −→ b −→ E). The virtual
link A-F corresponds, for instance, to two lightpaths which
use the fiber A-F.

We also illustrate in figure 6 (d) the remaining working
capacity that could not be aggregated in the virtual topology.

After building the virtual topology of each domain, the
set of p-cycles is computed over the virtual topology of the
multi-domain network.

Note: The virtual topology of the multi-domain network is
composed of the virtual domains, which are interconnected
by the inter-domain links.

One of the important properties of a p-cycle is that its
links must be physically disjoint. This property ensures that
the traffic crossing a potential failing link can be rerouted
on the other links of the p-cycle without any interruption
of the traffic. For this reason, the virtual links of the
topology have to be physically disjoint. If the computed
virtual topology does not have this property, the failed link
and the links that will protect it, might share some physical
links. Consequently, when the failure occurs, several virtual
links of different p-cycles can fail at the same time and the
traffic will not be recovered.

With the help of the following example, we illustrate the
aforementioned disjointness constraint. In figure 7 (b), A-K-
B-D-C is a p-cycle composed of five links and goes through
three different domains D1, D2 and D3. When the on-cycle
link A-K fails, the p-cycle provides one protection path (A-
C-D-B-K) to protect one wavelength of the virtual link A-K.

Figures 7 (b) and (c) illustrate two possible virtual topolo-
gies that we can obtain from the original topology showed
in figure 7 (a).

In the first virtual topology, let us suppose that all virtual

Figure 7. Proposed model of topology aggregation

links are physically disjoint. For instance, the virtual link A-
K (K-B, and A-B respectively) corresponds to the lightpath
A-K (K-B, A-d-B respectively) in the original topology. In
this case, the traffic can be recovered in domain D1.

In the second virtual topology showed in figure 7 (c) the
virtual links A-K (which corresponds to the lightpaths A-d-
K and A-K) and K-B (which corresponds to the lightpath
K-d-B and K-B) share the physical link d-K. Consequently,
if this link fails the two virtual links fail at the same time
and the traffic cannot be rerouted.

C. ILP Model for Topology Aggregation

In this section, we present an ILP (Integer Linear Pro-
gramming) formulation for our topology aggregation. We
start by introducing some notations for our model. A multi-
domain networks composed of M connected domains can
be represented by a graph G = (Oi, E) i=1,2,,M, where
Oi and E represent respectively the graph of optical domain
number i and the set of inter-domain links. We model an
optical domain Oi as an undirected graph Oi = (Vi, Ei),
where Vi and Ei represent respectively the set of nodes and
the set of links of Oi. The set of nodes Vi is the union
of the internal node set v and border node set v’. Each
link e in Ei supports we working wavelength channels. This
working capacity is obtained by routing the demand matrix.
We assume that the demand matrix, consisting of the number
of wavelength channels to be established between each node
pair, is given.

The ILP formulation determines the maximum number
of working light-paths connecting any border nodes pair
satisfying the constraints (4) and (5). The constraint (4)
ensures that the number of light-paths crossing the link e
should not exceed the number of the primary wavelengths
available on this link. The constraint (5) guarantees that the
primary light-paths interconnecting a border node pair are
link disjoint of all light-paths connecting any other border
node pair. The number of physical light-paths between two



border nodes will define the capacity of the virtual link
connecting these two nodes in the virtual topology.

The objective function is:

Maximize
∑

d∈Di

∑

p∈Pd

hdp (3)

Subject to:
∑

d∈Di

∑

p∈Pd

ae,d,phdp ≤ we ∀e ∈ Ei (4)

∑

d∈Di

Ye,d ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ei,∀d ∈ Di (5)

Let Di be the set of border node pairs in the domain i.
Pd indicates the set of all paths connecting the border node
pair d. hdp is an integer variable that indicated the number
of lightpaths connecting the border node pair d installed on
path p.

Ye,d =
{

0 if
∑

p ae,d,phdp = 0; e 6∈ p, ∀p ∈ Pd, ∀d ∈ Di

1 if
∑

p ae,d,phdp ≤ 0; e 6∈ p, ∀p ∈ Pd, ∀d ∈ Di

Ye,d is a binary variable that indicates whether one of the
lightpaths connecting the border node pair d crosses the link
e.

ae,d,p =
{

0 ife 6∈ p, ∀p ∈ Pd,∀d ∈ Di

1 ife 6∈ p, ∀p ∈ Pd,∀d ∈ Di

ae,d,p is a binary constant which indicates if the lightpath
p of the border node pair d crosses the link e.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The performances of our solution are evaluated in this
section. Simulation experiments are carried out using three
widely used topologies respectively taken from [7] and [16]
and characterized in Tabl e1. The first two topologies contain
three different domains, while the last one contains four
domains. Between two different domains, the node-pair is
interconnected by a bi-directional fiber link. Each fiber link
is assumed to have 128 wavelengths, and each network node
is assumed to have the wavelength conversion capacity. All
simulations are running on DELL Quadri Dual Core Xeon
processor and 4 GB of RAM. MATLAB is used to solve the
ILP formulations.

The traffic demand is uniformly distributed among all
source-destination pairs. Each demand requests for one unit
of capacity. The working capacities on the network links
are obtained by routing each demand over the shortest
path. Several experiments are performed for each topology
network and the average values are presented as the final
results.

The performance metrics that we have considered are:
Redundancy: Redundancy constitutes a major evaluation

criterion for WDM network design. It gives an insight on
the quality and the relative cost of network protection. The
redundancy enables to measure the protection efficiency:

Table I
TOPOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics\Topologies US network ARPANET T3

Nodes 15 20 44
Links 25 32 69
Nodal degree 3.33 3.2 3.13
Demands 128 174 490
Working capacity 245 457 1941

it denotes the ratio between the spare capacity (protection
capacity) and the working capacity in the network.

Computational complexity: Computational complexity
is an important factor when evaluating an algorithm. It is
defined as the time it takes for an algorithm to find a solution.
If an algorithm can achieve a near optimal solution with
an acceptable computational complexity, it will likely be a
desirable solution to the problem.

Several scenarios are also considered to evaluate our
solution:

Dedicated-backup: In the first scenario, we implement
the dedicated 1+1 backup path protection. In dedicated
backup path protection, both the working and the backup
path are link disjoint. The resources along a backup path are
uniquely reserved for only one working path. The complete
topology of the multi-domain networks is available for the
calculation of the set of p-cycles.

Full-information: In this scenario, the p-cycle based
protection is implemented. The complete topology of the
multi-domain networks is available for the calculation of the
set of p-cycles. The p-cycles protecting the multi-domain
networks are computed using the exact solution proposed
in [7]. This solution uses an ILP to find the optimal set of
p-cycles in terms of redundancy.

Aggregated-topology: In the third scenario, the topology
of the multi-domain networks is transformed into a virtual
topology by using our aggregation model. The set of p-
cycles is computed on the virtual topology by using the same
algorithm used in the previous scenario.

Note: The working capacity remaining in each domain af-
ter the aggregation of the original topology is also protected
by using p-cycles.

Single-node: In this scenario, we implement the solution
proposed in [9] and described in the second section of this
paper. In this solution each domain is represented by a
single node and the inter-domain and intra-domain links are
independently protected using p-cycles.

The results summarized in Table 2, show the values
of redundancy obtained in the different scenarios. Table 3
compares the running time taken by the different scenarios
to compute the set of p-cycles protecting the network.

We can see in Table 2 that the value of redundancy
obtained in the second scenario Full-information is better
than that obtained by the others scenarios for the first



Table II
REDUNDANCY

Solutions\Topologies US network ARPANET T3

Dedicated-backup 149% 153% 138.82%
Full-information 93,65% 92,14% -
Aggregated-topology 99,19% 96,35% 103.78%
Single-node 146,86% 165% 150.88%

two topologies. This remark is justified by the fact that
when the complete topology of multi-domain networks is
considered during the p-cycle computation, the resource
optimization works obviously better. However, the running
time of this solution is very long and grows with the size of
the network as shown in the table 3. We also note that the
Full-information solution cannot find a result for the third
topology. This is due to the large size of this topology and
the large number of working wavelengths in the network.
This was part of our motivation to propose a new topology
aggregation model and adapt it to the p-cycles in order to
reduce the topology complexity. Consequently, the running
time taken by our solution Aggregated-topology is very
short compared to that taken by the optimal Full-information
solution.

The redundancy of our solution Aggregated-topology is
5.54% and 4.21% higher than the redundancy of the Full-
information solution, respectively for the US and ARPANET
test networks. The main reason for that behavior is that the
working capacity remaining after the aggregation (cf. Figure
6(d)) is protected independently of the aggregated working
capacity.

Table III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Solutions\Topologies US network ARPANET T3

Dedicated-backup 1.25(s) 2.04(s) 13.04(s)
Full-information 330648.09(s) 1055633.75(s) -
Aggregated-topology 10.5(s) 15.5(s) 29.76(s)
Single-node 1,43(s) 4.56(s) 8. 68(s)

We can see also that the state-of-the-art solution Single-
node requires more resources than our solution to protect
the working capacity. This difference is due to two factors:

1. During the calculation of p-cycles, our solution uses
more information about the physical topology of each do-
main (this information comes from the virtual aggregated
topologies).

2. In our solution each calculated p-cycle might protect
some working capacities in the traversed domains. This is
not the case for the single-node proposal. Thus, we sig-
nificantly improved the redundancy value for our proposed
solution.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we addressed the protection of multi-
domain optical networks. We started by classifying the
proposed solutions and by discussing their drawbacks. we
proposed a new solution for the survivability of multi-
domain optical networks based on p-cycles. For scalability
and security reasons, we also proposed a new topology
aggregation model adapted to the p-cycle computation. This
aggregation model enabled our solution to improve the
quality of the computed p-cycles.

Moreover, our solution protects primary light-paths within
each domain using the spare capacity reserved for the
existing p-cycles protecting the inter-domain links. Thus it
improves significantly the redundancy parameter.

Simulation results show that our solution is a good trade-
off between two competing goals: efficient use of backup
resources and small running time. This study is very encour-
aging, and we intend to continue our investigations by using
other constraints such as the size of p-cycles and integrating
the domain management policies.
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